Theoretical Condensed Matter Physics
Research Associate

The Department of Physics at the University of Virginia invites applications for a postdoctoral Research Associate to begin in Spring 2013. The successful candidate will work with Prof. Israel Klich and work in the area of theoretical condensed matter physics with possible focus on Casimir physics and mathematical physics.

This is a one year appointment; however appointments may be renewed for an additional two, one-year increments, contingent upon available funding and satisfactory performance.

The completion of a Ph.D. degree in theoretical physics is required by the appointment start date. Experience in condensed matter, casimir physics or mathematical physics is a plus.

To apply, please submit a candidate profile on-line and attach a cover letter, curriculum vitae, and a brief statement of research interests, together with the contact information for three professional references through Jobs@UVA (https://jobs.virginia.edu); search on posting number 0610859.

Review of applications will begin on November 1, 2012; however, the position will remain open until filled.

Questions regarding this position should be directed to:

Prof. Israel Klich
Ik3j@virginia.edu

Questions regarding the Candidate Profile process or Jobs@UVA should be directed to:

Tammie Shifflett
434-924-6565
tms4t@virginia.edu

The University of Virginia is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. Women, Minorities, Veterans and Persons with Disabilities are encouraged to apply.